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r. Cnering Law asa Necessary
Condition
T Er me begioby challengingin a generalway the claim

that the covering law model, as it is most naturally interpreted, and as its exponents themselves usually represent
it, states a necessarycondition of giving an explanation of
historical events and conditions. The contention I want to
examine is that an explanation somehowlvequiresa law, that it
is not completeunless the law in qirestion has been specified,
that it is not tenableunless the law has been verified by anappropriate empirical procedure. My thesis will be that in
spite of there being a certain point in saying of quite ordinary
explanations in history that they require to be covered by laws,
the conclusions which covering law logicians have commonly
gone on to draw are quite unjustified. For although there is
indeed a sensein which a 'law' can often be shown to be 'required' by the kind of explanation the historian gives, it is
usuplly not the sort of thing that these logicians would find
very interesting. And the only relevant laws which would
interest them are not required in the sensewhich they intend.r
To assessthe covering law claim we must discover both the
exact sensein which the allegedlaw is required-i.e. elucidate
the 'covering' relation-and make clear the logical characteristics of the law itself. Unfortunately, as even the brief survey
of the previous chaBter will have shown, the terminology of
covering law literature is rather fluid when these points are
touched upon. It is as if the claim intended could not be put
quite satisfactorily either in technical or ordinary language.
I
r-r

I In ChapterVI, I shall argue that for some kinds of expianation in history the
claim that a covering law is a necessary condition of giving the explanation is
totally incorrect. Nor are the points I am prepared to concede in the present
chapter conceded in connexion with the kind of explanation which, in Chapter V,
I shall call 'rational'.
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There are, for instance, many ways of speaking of the supposed 'role' of the covering law itself, when an explanation is
given. Mr. R. S. Peters puts the claim in its strongest form
when he declares: "To explain an occurrence is to deiluceit
from general or lawlike statements, together with initial
condition statements describing particular states of affairs."'
But usually something much less than this is asserted; it is
said only that a law is presupposed, or assumed, or taken for
granted in giving the explanation. Even so, there are a number
of not obviously equivalent ways of charucterizing what
Hempel calls the 'theoretical function' of the law in question.
According to Popper, for instance, the law is 'tacitly used' in
the explanation; White speaksof a law as 'guiding' an explanation;'z and although at one point Gardiner declares that an
explanation holds 'by virtue of' a law, at another he says that
in history a covering law only has 'a bearing upon' what falls
under it.r If we are to assessthe force of the model's claim, on
its necessary condition side, we must try to go beyond such
non-committal ways of characterizing the logical 'role' in
question.
When we come to look at what is said about the covering
law itself, we shall also find a number of quite different terms
used. Thus Hempel, having defined what he means by 'general
law' quite austerely as "a dtatement of universal conditional
form which is capable of being confirmed or disconfirmed by
suitable empirical findings", goes on to allow that 'probability
hypotheses' based on statistical information will do. Popper
speaksof 'causal laws', 'laws of nature', and 'trivial empirical
gerleralizations' as if the differences between them did not
much matter for covering law theory. Gardiner refers indiscriminately to the covering law as a'generalization', a 'rule',
and a'general hypothetical'. My argument, both in this and in
later chapters, will endeavour to show that it is only if we take
the differences between such logical characterizationsseriously
I Op. cit., p. r4r. My italics.
2 Op. c i t., p.z ?.5,n. r.
3 Op. cit., p. 92.
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that we can see clearly whether the model is sound-apd,
indeed, exactlywhat its claims are.
There is a possibleobjectionto the line of argumentI shall
adopt in the presentchapter which should perhapsbe mentioned at the outset. For it might be urged that although
there is considerableuncertainty as to what exactly is meant
by a 'generallaw', it is clear from what at least someof.the
logiciansin questionhave written that they do not intend to
restrict the nunfber of laws which may be employedin any
particular explanationto one.May I not, therefore,beg questions unnecessarilyin undertakingto discqverwhat is meant
by the covering law? Does it n;t makefue model appear
unnecessarilyridiculous-a mere 'straw p2n'-1e suppose
that we are expectedto discern a single law covering the
explanationof suchcomplexhistoricalphenomenaas,say,the
Norman Conquestor the unpopularity of Louis XIV?
Covering law theorists themselvesfurnish the answer to
this objection. For it is notably not just in very simple cases
that they speakof a singlecoveringlaw being required. In the
examplequoted in Chapter I, Popper suggeststhat the explanationof the first division of Poland 'tacitly used' a trivial
law of the form: "If of two armies which are about equally
well--armedand led, one hasa tremendoussuperiority in men,
then'the other never wins." This is surely exactly the sort
of casewhere one would expect methodologicalrealism to
demandthat the requirement of,a singlelaw be dropped.Yet
Popper has no hesitationin attempting to find such a single
law, the admitted triviality of his candidatebeing regardedas
no barrier to its performanceof its explanatoryrole. The same
tendency is also exemplifiedin Gardiner's discussion;rand
evenHempel, who foimulateshis theory carefullyin terms of
laws,cannotresist adding that the'laws and initial condition
statementstaken together "imply the statementthat whenever eventsof the kind described. . . occur, an event of the
kind to be explainedwill take place". The strong temptation
he obviouslyfeelsto assimilatethe more complexcaseto the
I As will appear below in sections and
6.
4
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simple one is part of what we have to investigate. Having
investigated it, I shall go on, later, to ask whether my conclusions would have to be modified in any important way if more
realistic assumptions, methodologically speaking, were made
about the laws said to be 'used'.
One way of getting at exactly what is meant---or, indeed,
what could be meant-by a covering law would be to ask how
an exponent of the model might set about the task of convincing an historian that such laws are indeed required by the
explanations he gives. For, ascovering lawtheorists themselves
admit, the explanations found in history books seldom mention any laws. Nor are laws any more likely to be mentioned
in explicit statements by the historian of how he arrived at the
explanations he eventually gives. Is there any way in rvhich
the philosopher could convince the historian that laws rvere
neverthelesssomehow assumedor 'tacitly used' by the explanations given? To some extent Gardiner and Hempel have
already given the covering law logician's answer to this question, but I wish in this chapter to re-examine it. For although
I think that Gardiner, in particular, gauges correctly the way
a historian would respond to a philosopher's probing, it does
not seem to me that this response warrants the covering law
conclusions he goes on to draw.
z. Loose Laws and Probability Hypotheses
Let us suppose that an historian makes a statement like:
'Louis XIV died unpopular because he pursued policies
detrimental to French national interests'-an example which
Gardiner discusses at length. How might a covering law
theorist set about vindicating his claim that there is a law
implicit in the explanation ?
Two related, although quite different, arguments are commonly used in covering law literature. It will sometimes, for
instance, be contended that although the historian mentions
no laws in the explanation he gives, and although he may not
have formulated any in arriving at the conclusion that it is
tenable, still, if the explanation were challenged in a certain
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way, he would have to fall back on a law if he wanted to
defend it. Thus Gardiner, at one point, observes:
is doubtedor queried(asopposed
. . . whenevera grusalexplanation
to
the doubtingo, $rerying of the truth valueof oneof its timUs;'itis the
generalization
that warrantsits utterancewhich comesunder fire, and
the samegeneralization
must be defendedby referenceto previous
experienceif the claim to haveoffereda satisfactoryexplanationis to
be upheld. In this senseit may be correctto speakof an 'implicit'
to generalizations
in all explanations.r
reference
This argument is an important one, and I shall return to
it in a later section of this chapter. But there is another,
particularly neat and apparently conclusi\reone which it might
be well to consider first: the claim that the explanation given
requires a law in z logical rather than methodological senseof
'requires'. The word 'because',and the many substitute expressions for it which are to be found in the historian's explanations, will be said to depend for their very meaning on
some kind of related general statement. No doubt an historian
who gives an explanation like the one cited above will deny
that he even knows a relevant law. But if the logician's argument can be sustained, it will, of course, be useless for the
historian to object that his explanation instantiates no covering
law. For what he says in giving the explanation will in some
sensecomm# him to the truth of some corresponding general
stateinent, so that if the latter cannot stand, neither can the
explanation. The fact that an historian who uses an explanatory statement like the one mentioned does not realize that
its truth depends on the truth of a law will be representedas
a fact to be deplored, not one to make the starting-point of a
methodology. People are zlI too seldom clearly aware of the
full implications of wJrat they say, and it may be presumed to
be part of the logiciarfs job to bring such lapsesto our notice.
What is the nature of this allegedly 'tight' logical connexion ?
Some philosophers take the tough-minded view that an explanation entails its corresponding law." Hempel very nearly
r C)p. cit,, pp. z5-26.
2 This claim should be distinguished from the claim, noted in the preceding
section, that the statement that an explained event occurred is entailed by its
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makes this claim when he says, of a statement of the form:
'The explanation of C is E', that it "amounts to the statement
that, according to certain general laws, a set of events of the
kinds mentioned is regularly accompanied by an event of kind
E".t And Gardiner, too, comes close to it when, at one point,
he says that an explanation "entails a reference" to laws.z
Now 'entailment' is a term of art which has undergone
many vicissitudesin the philosophicaljournals in recent years.
But it is at any rate one common view, especially among
logicians who tend to accept the covering law model, that
entailment is to be regarded as a relation between two statements such that if 'p' is true, and 'p' entails 'q', then 'g' is true
by virtue of some kind of linguistic guarantee. An example of
such a logical relation would be: 'This is a cow' entails 'This
is a mammal'. Such a relation is spoken of as 'linguistically
guaranteed' because it depends on accepted definitions of the
terms involved, i.e. 'cow' and 'mammal'. Given these, the
entailment obtains; without them it does not. But it is surely
very unplausible to claim that a statement of the form: 'E
because C', formally entails a law in this fashion. For it would
depend on our being able to indicate an accepted criterion or
definition of 'because' such that by substitution we could
explanation-into a
transform the particular stltement-the
general one-the law. To speak of a linguistic guarantee here
would be to beg the question by recommending a definition
of 'because'which does not exist-unless, perhaps, in a philosophical dictionary written by a covering law logician.
Exponents of the model may object to such a formal interpretation of entailment; they may object that although this is
what has often been meant by 'entails', the term has also been
used to designatea non-formal, yet completely'tight', relation.
Mr. R. M. Hare, for instance, definesentailment very broadly
thus: "A sentencep entails a sentence q if and only if the fact
that a person assents to p but dissents from g is a sufficient
covering law together with statements of the relevant antecedent conditions. The
present claim is that from an explanation a covering law can be deduced, not that
from a covering law an explanation can be deduced.
r See Chapter I, section r.
" Op. cit., p, 3o.
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criterion for sayingthat he hasmisunderstoodone or other of
the sentences."t'?hat is, we might say that an explanation
entails a l4w in the sensethat it would be unintelligibh for
anyoneto a'ssertthe first and deny the second:u p"rroi cannot
meananythingby the explanationif he deniesthe law. But how
could the logician hopeto convincethe historian of this ? The
historian has denied that he arrived at his explanation by
meansof a law; he would-as will appearmore clearly laterdeny that he would in practice have to defend it by citing a
law; could he not alsodeny that there is any law which, having
given the explanation,he would have to acceptas true or be
convictedof talking nonsense?
The attempt to show the historian that there is somelaw to
which his explanation has indeed committed him often leads
exponentsof the model into formulating the sort of thing that
Popper,in the passagequoted in the precedingsection,called
a "law of the sociologyof military power"; and in the present
instanceit might producea candidatelike: 'Rulers who ignore
their subjects'interestsbecomeunpopular.' It is in this way,
for instance, that Hempel deals with an explanation of the
migration of Dust Bowl farmers to California in terms of
drought and sandstorms.2Realizing that an historian who gave
suchan explanationwould certainlyrefuseto standcommitted
to anything as specific as, say, 'Farmers will always leave dry
land when damper areas are accessible',we find Hempel
cutting into the hierarchy of possible covering laws at a much
higher level of generality with: 'Populations will tend to
migrate to regionswhich offer better living conditions:' Yet
it would still be open to a conscientioushistorian to object
that the explanation has not committed him even to this, and
the logician would then*raveto soarto still greaterheightsof
generality. The higher the altitude the more innocuous the
covering law becomesfrom a methodologicalpoint of view,
and we are bound to wonder what point is servedby insisting
r The Language of Mods, Oxford, rg12, p.
a5. Hare uses this criterion to
support his argument that'ought' statements entail impcratives.
3 Op. cit., p.464.
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that the historian has committed himself to anything whatever.Poppercallssuchlaws 'trivial', but it is worth remarking
that their triviality doesnot dependonly on the fact that they
are commonknowledge,so that, as he puts it, "we take them
for granted,insteadof making conscioususe of them". They
are not like, 'If a man jumps over a 4oo-foot cliff he will dash
his brains out at the bottom'. Their triviality lies in the fact
that the farther the generalizingprocessis taken, the harder
it becomesto conceiveof anything which the truth of the law
would rule out.
If the candidatelaw ascendstoo far into generalitiesit loses
its methodologicalinterest; but if it descendsfrom the stratosphereit becomespossibleto deny it without withdrawing the
explanation. In the face of such a difEculty, covering law
tfieorists often employ more cautious substitutes for 'entailment', which suggestits advantageswithout laying their claim
opento strict test. Thus Gardiner, at one point, saysonly that
an explanation "implies the formulation of laws or generalizations";t and accordingto Hempel, in historical casesthe explanation often merely "points towards" a covering law. If the
use of such terms is intended to mean no more than that a
covering law is suggested
by an explanation-i.e. to admit that
tlere is no tight logical connexlon at all-it would be difficult
to quarrelwith the logician'sc{aim.Indeed,itwould seemthat
the number of lawssuggestedby a 'because'statementis quite
embarrassinglylarge. But the cost of modifying the covering
law claim in this way would surely be rather high; for an
explanation can scarcely be said to stand or fall by what it
suggests.Such a 'looseningup' of the model would be much
more radical than the concessionmade earlier that an explanatory statement,although it must be dcduciblefrom its
covering law and antecedentcondition statements,need not,
in practice,actually be deduced
from them.
If important methodologicalconclusionsare to be drawn
from the argument from meaning, the assertionof a tight
logical connexionbetween law and explanationwould seem
r Op. cit., p.
5.
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to be essential. So the occasional use of 'entails', although it
may sometimes be arslip, is not an insignificant one. That
Gardiner and Popper, in spite of their avoidance of this term
on the wholt, really want to mean it, is strongly suggested by
their willingness to accept in the covering role a law which is
tightly connected with its case, even at the cost of allowing
the law, rather than the connexion, to be loose.
For there are, of course, two ways in which an exponent of
the model could attempt to deal with the difficulty, while refusing to loosen the specification of his candidate law. He
might, on the one hand, claim that the law which he formulates out of the historian's explanatory statement is strictly
entailed by it (although perhaps non-formally); then, in order
to easethe historian's misgivings about acknowledging that he
is committed to the precise law presented for his inspection, he
might concede that the latter contains some such qualification
as 'usually'. On the other hand, he might say that, although
the elicited law must be regarded as strictly universal in form,
it is only loosely connected logically with the explanation
which it covers-so that the explanation is not necessarily
falsified if the law is shown to be untrue. The same covering
law theorists can be found adopting both of these expedients
at different points in their writings. And Hempel appears to
have Bettled uneasily on the ground between them when he
remarks that "in many cases, the content of the hypotheses
which are tacitly assumed in a given explanation can be reconstructed only quite approximately".t 1h" impression given
is that, although the laws concerned are both universal in form
and tightly connected with the explanations falling under
them, it is unfortunately impossible to say what they are.
Usually, in the desfte to achieve a position which is both
plausible to the historian and methodologically positive, covering law theorists are prepared to mutilate the law rather than
the connexion. Thus, as we have seen,Hempel sometimes says
that the covering function may be performed by a 'probability
hypothesis'; and Gardiner discovers in the laws required by
r Op. cit., p.
464.
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the historian's explanations a number of "levels of imprecision". In science we are thought to have genuinely universal
laws of the form: 'Whenever C then E'; in history we have
to make do with laws which would have to be expressed:
'Whenever C then probably E , or'Whenever C then usually
E'.r This unfortunate lack of rigour will be accountedfor in
different ways by different theorists. Whatever its source, it
is assumed to account for the fact that historians mistakenly
think their explanations entail no laws at all.
Yet the view that the historian's explanation derives its
force and point from some less-than-universallaw,.although
perhaps the lesser of two evils, is surely highly unsatisfactory
from the standpoint of the covering law theorist himself. The
mutilation of the alleged law does, it is true, make it more
difficult for the historian to repudiate any particular candidate,
yet it does not make it impossible. It is still open to him to
make nonsense out of the claim that he is logically committed
to anything of importance by insisting that the qualification
of the law be increasedfrom 'usually'to 'often', orfrom'often'
to 'sometimes'. And even if the historian accepted a loose
law as undeniable, having given his explanation, this would
scarcely vindicate the full covering law claim. For the question
would surely then arise whether such a law would actually
explain the casesto which it, is represented as applying. Does
the 'law', 'Whenever C then usually E', really explain the fact
that in this casean .E followed a C? Would not the same 'law'
have 'explained', in the same sense,the non-occurrence of an
E as well ? It seems to me that whether or not such a law
would explain a general fact-e.g. that we have more often
found E following C than not-its explanatory force does not
extend to particular occurrences falling under it.
3. The Law Implicit in Complete Explanation
The covering law theorist thus finds himself on the horns
of a dilemma. If he loosens the connexion between law and
explanation, the law said to give the explanation its force is
I See Note A, p. r7o.
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not logically required. But if he loosensthe law itself, it becomesquestionablewhether what is logically required really
has explanatoryforce. If any sort of caseis to be made for
covering lalf tieory in historical contexts,some further account will obviouslyhaveto be given of such a puzzling state
of affairs.
In the face of such difficulties, the logician may shift his
ground a little. For he may arguethat his failure to elicit from
the historian's explanatorystatementa coveringlarvwhich is
both plausible and methodologicallyinteresting arisesout of
the fact that the explanationsfound in history books are
generallyincomplete. To say, for instance,that Louis XIV
died unpopular becauseof his pursuit of policiesdetrimental
to French interests,is only to make a beginningof explaining
the king's unpopularity-it is, perhaps,what Hempel would
call a mere 'explanation sketch'. The historian would obviously haveto take into accountmuch more than this before
he'could representhis explanationas providing information
from which a prediction of that unpopularity could have been
attempted. And, as most covering law theorists are careful
to insist, explanation and prediction are, on their theory,
correlativeoperations.r
Would the reformulation of the model as a theory of.complete explanationmakeit more acceptableto historians?At the
outset,perhapsnot; for it may very well seemto them that if
a cornpleteexplanationis onewhich representswhat happened
as predictablefrom a set of 'suffieientconditions', exponents
of the model will find themselvesclaiming to elucidate the
logical structure of somethingwhich is neither achievednor
attempted in their subject. Yet most historianswould probably allow that some etplanationsmay be regardedas more
completethan others; and they mighl find it difficult to deny
r See, e.g. Hempel, op. cit., p.
462. As will appear in Chapter III, I do not
think that explanation and prediction are cotrelative in this way; and as Chapter
IV will show, there are reasons, too, for disputing the suggestion that the historian's original explanation was incomplete, in view of the question it may be
presumed to be answering. But I let these points pass here for the sake of argument.
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that the criterion which would be applied in deciding between
them would be the degree to which each approximated to the
logician's ideal. Are we to conclude, then, that the failure of
the model to apply exactly to historical casesis due only to the
fact that historians' explanations are always incomplete ?
We shall, I think, be in a better position to deal with this
question if we ask how the logician might attempt to convince
the historian that, in some way which vindicates the revised
covering law claim, a complete explanation might, on occasion,
be given. And this the logician might attempt to do by adopting a rather different. procedure from the one envisaged in the
preceding section when the historian refuses to accept his
candidate for the role of covering law. For instead of attempting to meet the latter's objections by making the antecedent
clause of the law more and more general, or by loosening
either the law or the connexion, he might have adopted the
alternative of trying to induce the historian to modify the
explanation itself.
Let us suppose that, having given his explanation of Louis
XIV's unpopularity, the historian denies that he has committed himself to the law: 'Rulers who pursue policies
detrimental to their subjects' interests become unpopular.'
And let us suppose that the logician then insists on bringing
to light exactly wlry the historian refuses to stand committed
to the law. As Gardiner has sriggested,the latter would probably object that, in giving the explanation he did, it was not
his intention to imply that any policies which were detrimental
to a country's interests would make their rulers unpopular.
It was becausesuch policies took the peculiar form they did in
this particular casethat they can be regarded as providing the
explanation-e.g. the involvement of the country in foreign
wars, the persecution of religious minorities, the maintenance
of a parasitic court, and so on. But the logician, in the face of
this objection, might simply agree to absorb the historian's
specification of the king's policies into his law, which would
be reformulated as: 'Rulers who involve their countries in
foreign wars, who persecute religious minorities, and who
4340.16
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maintain parasitic
become unpopular., And although
:9_lttr,
the historian may still have some qualms about saying that tfris
would in general be true, the logician might off , io absorb
any further objections r!. same way, no matter how exactly
F
the historian felt obliged to characterize the policies in
question.
latter might, of course, object to the generalization of
his explanatory statement on diffeient grounds; for even if the
king's policies are eventually specifiedto his satisfaction,there
remains the possibility that in circumstancesunlike those of
the late seventeenthcentury in France, the pursuit of policies
specifiable in the same way would not lead to unpopularity.
The fact.that they did in Louis's casemight dependin aadition on the fact that at least some of the policies in question
were unsuccessful; that they were obviously attribuiable to
the king himself, and so on. And besides such additional
positive conditions, the explanation might not be regarded as
complete without taking some negative ones into aciunt; for
the effect_of the policies specified would depend, too, on the
fact that Louis failed to head off his unpopulariiy in'various
ways-for instance,by a policy of ,bread and circus.s,. But the
Iogician might insist that theie is nothing in his theory which
prevents his taking all these additional factors, both positive
and negalive, into account, and he could continue the ievision
of his law in such a fashion as: ,Rulers who . . . and who are
regarded as the true authors of their policies, and who do not
offer "bread and circuses" becomeunpopular.' If the historian
still rejects the suggestion that he commits himself to the
assertion that this would always be true, the dialectical pattern
of suggestion, objection, and revision has been sketcled
bv
means-of which any specific further objection could be
ab'sorbed into the logician's law.r
what conclusions should be drawn about the covering law
claim in view of the possibility of such a dialectic aeveto-pint
t Mr'
J' R. Lucas usesa similar.diarecticto bring out featuresof moral arguments, in 'The Lesbian Rule,, philosophyt ,gSS, "pp,
,95_r.3. Lucas regards
this as a typical pattern of argument tfrro"liro"iifr"'fumanities.
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betweenlogicianand historian? Coveringlaw theoristswill no
doubt say that what the dialectic elicits is a set of sufficient
conditionsfalling under a coveringlaw; for at everystagenthe
logician'srevision answersthe historian'sobjection that what
the law setsout neednot be universallytrue. But opponentsof
the model may very well insist that the seriesof more and
more preciselawswhich the historian'sobjectionsforceupon
the logician is an indefiniteone.And I think it is true that, in
an important senseof 'need', the historian,having given his
explanation,neednot acceptany particular candidatethe logician formulates.It is alwayslogicailypossiblefor the explanation to be just out of reacheverytime the logician'spincers
snapshut. To this extent,the logician'sargumentfrom meaning still remains inconclusive; for the conjunction of an explanatory statementand the denial of any law that might be
suggested,is never self-contradictory,or even strictly unintelligible.To put it anotherway: no matter how complicated
the expressionwith which we complete a statementof the
form,'E because. . .', it is,partof the 'logic' of such'because'
statementsthat additions to the explanatoryclauseare never
ruled out by our acceptanceof the original statement.
To regard such an argument as entirely disposing of the
revisedcoveringlaw claim, however,is surely a little frivolous.
For as the set of conditions whilch the historian's objections
and qualificationsfills out becomesmore complicated,it will
at any rate becomeharder and harder for the historianto deny
that from such a set the unpopularity of a ruler could have
beenpredicted,At somepoint or other in the dialecticalprogress,the reasonswhich the historian will be able to offer for
refusingto acceptthe coveringlaw will begin to appearrather
thin; it will becomenot only irritating, but unreasonable,to
suggestthat there was any practical possibility of unpopularity not occurring in a situation like the one characterized,
whateverelsemight happento be the case.Unlesshe fortifies
himself with a metaphysicaltheory to the effectthateverything
is relevantto everythingelse,there would seemto bepractical
limits to the sort of argumentwhich the historian could useto
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escape the logical pincers of the argument from meaning in
its present, weaRer form.
In addition, the covering law logician might contend that
although he cannot show that any of the specific laws he formulates are logically required by the historian's explanations,
there is nevertheless sone general law which es logically required. For the historian would appear to be logically committed at least to the 'law': 'Any ruler pursuing policies and in
circumstances exactly like those of Louis XIV would become
unpopular.' Such a general 'law' is, no doubt, no more than a
vacuous limiting caseof a covering law. It is so odd in several
ways that it is probably misleading to call it a law at all. It
cannot be formulated without mentioning particular things;
it is required not only by the specific explanation under
e4amination, but by any explanation of Louis's unpopularity
in terms of his policies and circumstances; it could be of no
methodological interest, since the use of the word 'exactly' in
effect rules out the possibility which calling it a 'law' at first
seemsto envisage.Yet the eliciting of such a vacuous'law' does
show that the argument from meaning-the conviction that
some sort of generality was logically involved in the original
explanation-was not entirely an illusion.
And the logician ryight, perhaps, go on to claim that what
the dialectic between logician and historian does is provide
such a vacuous 'law' with content. For the notion of 'exactly
the same policies and circumstances' is one which has no
meaning for any actual inquiry; it is enough for the purpose of
the formulation of laws, and of prediction in accordance with
them, that two situations resemble each other in releoant
respects. What the dialectic does is formulate the respects in
which another situation must resemblethe one under examination for the sameexplanation to hold good.
It is important to add, however, that even if the historian
concedes the point, a tightly connected and universal law
could still not be extracted from his explanation-now 'complete' in the senseindicated-without still anothei conc'ession
being made. For the framing of a general law into which the
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elicited conditions are to be incorporated as antecedent may
encounter a further difficulty in the fact that at least some of
these conditions will probably have been stated by the historian in particular rather than general terms. The historian
who specifies what he takes note of in arriving at the detailed
explanation of Louis XIV's unpopularity, will mention not
only universalslike'warlike foreign policy', but alsoparticulars
like 'attacks on the Jansenists'. In the sketch I gave of tbe
dialectic between logician and historian, this difficulty was
deliberdtely avoided in the hope of making the quite different
problem of the sufficiency of the historian's conditions clear.
But, as Hempel very properly emphasizes in his formal statement of the model, it is universals, not particulars, which are
"the object of description and explanation in every branch
of empirical science"; and he leaves us in no doubt that
'E' and'Cr. , . Cn' in his schema stand for kinds of events,
not particular happenings.
The fact that the historian, in mentioning, for example,
'attacks on the Jansenists', does not say in virtue of what
general characteristic he regards these as a reason for expecting unpopularity, leaves open the possibility of a regress
similar to the one already stopped. If we are to advance from
the historian's statement of explanatory conditions to the
assertion of a 'general hypothetical', it will therefore be necessary for the logician once again to require the historian to be
'reasonable'; he will have to obtain the admission that it is
attacks on the Jansenists because,say, they are areligio*s body
tlat we can regard them as conditions of the king's unpopularity. Only if this is obtained can a covering law be framed
which gets rid of the name and definite article altogether. And
there is, of course, no more logical compulsion about this
transformation than there was about the acceptance of a
definite set of conditions as sufficient.
4. Gmeralizations and Principles of Inference
Let us suppose that the historian concedes the rational
force of the logician's demands. Then we might say that,
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having consideredand madeexplicit all the aspectsof French
interests,royal policy and other things consideredrelevant
(i.e. required for the prediction of such a result), and having
phrasedthem in universalterms, there is a generalstatemerrt
which the historian could not reasonablydeny, namely: ,,Ary
people lihe tlrc Frmch in tfu a^spects
specifiedwould iirtit u
"
n;Jer like Louis in the respectsspecified." Such a law is not
vacuoussincethe dialecticbetweenlogicianand historian will
have provided us with a definite 'filler' for the expressions
italicized.
Does this amount to acceptingthe covering law theory in
the form it takestoward the end of Gardiner'sbook,wherethe
historian'sspecificationof a detailedset of 'factors,is said ,,to
satisfy the antecedentof a general hypothetical"-whether
the historian realizesthis or not?r Does the argument from
meaning succeedafter all, provided the logician, instead of
looseningthe rather simple law he might extract out of the
original explanation,induces the historian to round out the
explanationitself ? I have, in fact, allowed the logician's demands upon the historian without further argument in order
to show that even if these me conceded,the conclusions
generallydrawn by covering law theorists-particularly conclusionsof a methodologicalsort-do not necessarilyfollow.
For tven if we admit that, having given the 'complete' explanation, it is no longer possibleto deny a coveringgeneral
hypothetical statementof the form, 'If Cr . . . C" then .E', it
should be recognizedthat the statementin question,having
regard to the way it has been elicited, is scarcelythe sort ol
'generallaw' which would satisfy coveringlaw theoristswho
insist that history become'scientific'. Upon closer examination, I think it will bdfound not to be the sort of thing which
could be 'appealedto', or 'used',or have a ,theoreticalfunction' in the explanationgiven-indeed, that it is better called
by another name if we wish to avoid being misled by the
methodologicalrecommendationswhich generally go with
coveringlaw theory.
t Op. cit., p.
97.
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One difference between the present entailed 'law' and the
one suggestedby Popper is obvious. Whereas Popper's 'trivial'
law was so vague and general as to be scarcely deniable, the
present law is, by contrast, so highly specified that I havemade
no attempt to write it out. White, alone among covering law
logicians, seems to have been uneasy about this. "I do not
zgree", he writes, "that the causal law implicit in the connections between historical statements are always so trivial that
they are not mentioned explicitly; indeed, I think that the
failure to mention them is just as often a result of their being
too complicated and difficult to state."r Yet this reflection
does not lead White to the conclusion which appears to me to
be warranted: that such a candidate for the covering role is as
trivial as Popper's, although trivial in a different way. To put
it shortly, it is, or very well may be, a 'law' with only a single
case.
This should not be surprising in view of the way the 'law'
was elicited from the historian's statement of sufficient conditions. It was elicited simply by means of the demand that
the historian be consistent. The logician's claim is really that
since the historian agrees that it was because of the presence
of a set of factors of type 'C, . . . Cn' that unpopularity resulted
in this particular casi-and only because of these-it must
follow that unpopularity wortld always result from such a set
of factors. By offering the 'complete' explanationr'E because
CL . . . Cn', the historian thus commits himself to the truth
of the covering general statement, 'If. CL . . . Cn then E'. But
what is the logical status of the statement thus elicited ? How
should it be characterized? It is surely nothing more than a
formulation of the principle of the historian's inferencewhen he
says that from the set of factors specified, a result of this kind
could reasonably be predicted. The historian's inference may
be said to be in accordancewith this principle. But it is quite
another matter to say that his explanation entails a corresponding empirical law.
I 'Towards an Analpic Philosophy of History', in M. Farber, ed., Philosophic
Thoughtin Ftance and the United States,New York, r95o, p. 7zo, zz.
^.
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For our ordinary notion of an 'empirical law' has 'other
cases'built right into it. When Hempel formulates the model's
requirements in terms of 'universal hypotheses',for instance,
he assuresus that the latter imply that "whenever events of
the kind described in the first group occur, an event of the
kind to be explained will take place".' When he says that
explanation is 'pseudo' unless implicit universal hypotheses
can be confirmed "by suitable empirical findings", it is therefore natural to assume that this means experience of other'
casessimilar enough to fall under the sameclassification as the
one under examination. This implication is even more obvious when we speakof empirical generalizations-as Gardiner
does throughout his discussion of the covering law claim.z
For the notion of a generalizatiort with but a single case
would ordinarily, I think, be regarded as a self-contradictory
one. It is thus interesting to note that when Gardiner applies
the doctrine of implicit law to a particularly complicated and
detailed historical example, the term 'generalization' suddenly,
and without explanation, drops out of use, to be supplanted by
the more formal 'general hypothetical'.
Reference to a law as a 'general hypothetical' is a logician's
way of talking. The point of such terminology is put by Professor G. Ryle in a general discussion of the relation of statementd of the form 'if p then g' to corresponding arguments
( ? .o g') and explanations('g becausep').3 Knowing the truth
of a general hypothetical, Ryle contends, is simply knowing
how to argue and explain in accordance with it. The hypothetical is a statement, but what it states is the principle implicit in those arguments and explanations which are said to
apply it. It tells us nothing about what is, has been, or will be
the case; it tells us only what we should be able to say e/soand-so were the case. To assert the truth of if p then 4' is to
claim to be justified in inferring 'so g' if we notice .p, or
'becausep' if we notice q and p. The hypothetical belongs to
t See Chapter I, section r.
' See, forinstance, op. cit., pp. 84, 85, 87, 89, 93, g+, 97, 98.
3 In ' "If", "So" and "Because" ', in M. Black, ed., Philosophical Analysis,
Ithaca, N.Y., r95o, pp. 323-40,
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of
the languageof reasoning-of norms and standards'not
and descriPtions.
facts
he
nyf. speaksit 'it p then q' as an infermcelicense;for
corin
explain
or
to
infer
,"g"id, ii as exhibiting our license
hypo:
t"ipo"ai"g ways. Bul as he does not mention, the
civil
thetical statement' unlike the licenses issued by the
its
authorities, does not show the sourceof its authority on
in
face.It r"rje"lsnothingaboutthe way it cameto be issued;
the
lies
in
justification
that its
f"rti".rtut, it doesnoiindicate
found
'p' to be true, we havefound
have
we
whenever
fact that
'general
'q' to be true as well. Thus to claim simply that a
is
explanation
the.historian's
in
fiypottt"ti*l' lurks implicitly
generally
theorists
law
tJ cuim considerablylessthan covering
do when they formulate their model in ordinary language'
For if the logiciar,'sstatement'if p then q', is to be understood
irr."orrlrr.r"tiin with the rubric, 'we can infer that ' ' '" rather
than 'we have found that . . .', to say that the historian's explanation commits him to the covering'law' is merely to :-ay
itrat it commits him, in consistency,to reasoningin a similar
*uy in any further caseswhich may turn up, sincehe claims
,rniu"r.ul validity for the correspondingargument"p so q"
The distinction thus drawn-between two interpretations
which can be placed upon the notion of a 'covering faw'*
indeed, betwein two ways bf interpreting the hypothetical
statement,'if p then g'-is not just logic-chopping;for it
helpsto clarify the positionsof both oPponentsand supporters
of ih" coveringlaw model. On the one hand, it helps to explain the (qui; justifiable)hesitationof the historianto admit
commitshim to anythingwhich he-would
ilr", tti, .*plut
"iiott
recognizeis a hw. He may haveno reasonto believethat the
is
irrcr""diblycomplex concaienationof circumstanceswhich
to
assent
he
symbotzld as'p' will ever recur' How then can
iite g"rr"r"li zati6n,'if (i.e. whenner)p -theng' ?Hence'pe1ha.Ps'
of the logician's hypothetrcalif
the lncreasedpersuasiveness
it is formulatei in its subjunctive (i.e. non-existential)form:
have
'If there had been,o, *et" to be, p, then there would
been, or would be, q) To this the historian will probably be
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lessinclined to object, althoughhe may.think it a rather uselesspieceof 'speculation'.
Distinguishing between empirical laws and principles of
.
inferencealsohelps to explain how the logician could iemain
so firmly convincedthat, despitethe historian'sreluctanceto
agree,the explanationmustexhibit the pattern set forth in the
mo.del..Forthe logician will regard it as obvious that every
rational argument must have J principre-a kind of covert
universality which is brought o.ti by what t have called the
demandfor consistency.And this principle can be statedby
meansof a hypotheticaistatement-la 'generallaw'. From the
vantage-pointof abstract.logicar
analysis,it is not immediately
obvioushow misleadingit can be to draw the conclusionthat
a valid-explanation.entlifsa coveringlaw, without specifying
more clearly what 'law' is to mean. The need to make a distinction betweengeneralstatementswhich expressempirical
generalizationsand those which merely project in general
terms the argumentof the historian in a p"rticular caie may
perhaps be obscured, too, by the fact that irt somec^se
coveringempiricallaws-maybe explicitly mentionedin giving
explanations.
For in suchcases,
a failureiodistinguishbiween
'empirical law' and 'inference license' would
,ro
"l.rr"
fusion.
"orrIt is, the methodologicalremarks which often accompany
statementsof covering law theory which show most clearly
the need to make distinctions of ihe kind drawn above.For
the legitimate, but thin, logical truth in the doctrine of implicit law is often pervertedwhen its implicationsfor historical
practicecometo be drawn. Thus whiti, in a carefullyargued
the historian's explanatoryproblem aJ the
Tt1:le, re-presents
finding of true statementssatisfyingihe antecedents
of known
laws, with previouslyknown histoiical facm as consequents.r
The suggestionseemsto be that the successof explanationin
history-dependson the historian's having a sudcient stock
of preformulated, empirically validated liws on hand_like
methodologicalspannerswhich can be used to get a grip on
White, op. cit., pp. 7r8-r9.
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eventsof various shapesand sizesas they are encountered.
But, as the discussionof the attempts to elicit a complete
explanationof Louis XIV's unpopularity suggests,the historian may not find himself confrontedwith 'standardsizes'.
Even from Hempel's formal statementof the model it is
far too easy to draw a questionablemethodologicalmoral.
Crawford, for instance,concludesfrom it that sincehistorians
actuallygive explanations"implicitly presupposingstatements
of law", we must hastento establishthe validity of theselaws
"by a procedureproperly calledscientific".r Empirical testing
cannotbegin, he points out, until the generallawsin question
are deliberatelymadeexplicit. To hammerthis point home to
historians,he admits, is "the main goal" of his argument.But
such a methodologicalrecommendationcould scarcelysurvive, without seriousmodification, an understandingof the
argumentpresentedabove.For in typical historical cases,the
evidencewhich could be assembledfor 'law' and casemay
coincide.
The misconstructionplacedupon the logical truth behind
the doctrine of implicit law is also exemplifiedin attemptsto
elucidatethe logical structure of explanationin terms of the
or'instance'.Hempelhimself
notions'regularity','siquence',
usestheseterms in the discussionwhich follows his original,
formal statement of the lo$ical ideal; the relevant law, he
observes,"may be assumedto asserta regularity". Hempel's
exampleis followed by Cra'uvford,who, in attackingMandelbaum, denies that we can speak of determining relations
betweenevents"unlesswe assumethat the particular relationships are instancesof regular relationships,that is, of regularities that could be formulatedaslaws". And again(although
this is said to be a crude statementof the point): ". . . when
we state that something,A, explainsthe event B, we assume
that A is connected with B in some regular sequence."z
Gardiner, in a cautiousmoment, assertsonly that explanation
"may be analysedin terms of regularity".' But caution is
thrown to the winds when, at anotherpoint, he asks: "If our
t Op. cit., pp. r55, 165. 2 Op. cit', pp. 164-5.

3 Op. cit., pp. 82, 85.
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knowledge of the existenceof a causal connection is not
dependenton our having observeda regularity in the concumenceof two events,we must ask in what instead it can
be said to consist"-the question intending to reduce to
absurdity any alternativeto ihe covering law -"rrr*"r.
There is nothing in the 'covert univeisality, of an explanatory statement,in eithera completeor incompleteform, which
justifiest_hisway of talking. The candidate,law', the ,regu_
larity', which has been elicited from the historian's explaiation is no more than a logician'sghostof the inferenceactually
lrawn by the historian, with no immediate merhodological
implications. There is no point in saying that it is usei, or
in the explanation;and there is no point in assertf.uncyions,
ing it exceptto registerone's belief that the inferencedrawn
was a reasonableone. The thesisof the coveringlaw theorist
could be statedthus: 'We are not justified in infirring g from
p unless"if p then g".' But inview of the licensingstatusof the
hypothetical,this reducesto: 'We are not justified in inferring
q fromp unlesswe arejustified in inferring q f.romp., Requires
the truth o/is just a shadowof requiresthe support-of;thlre is
no methodologicalsubstancein it.
of Histoical Eaents
5. The Uniqueness
The conclusionto which we have been forced bv the dialectic between logician and historian is that the historian's
explanation,when specifiedin detail,may be found to contain
the descriptionof a situationor stateof affairswhich is unique.
The argumentdoesnot showthat this mastbeso,but it shiws
how easilyit might be, and it strongly suggeststhat, in quite
typical cases,it would be.
The claim that historic{l eventsand conditions are unique
has,of course,often beenmade,especiallyby idealistphiloso_
phersof history. And it hasbeenattackedaseither inc6rrector
unimportant by most of the covering law theoristswho have
beenmentionedso far. In the form in which they attackit, the
claim often arisesout of a metaphysicalview of th. world as
composedof radically dissimilar particulars.The view is not
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easyto stateclearly,and it sometimestricks its exponentsinto
uttering tautologiesof the form: 'Everything is the way it is,
and not otherwise.'A more acceptableway of putting it would
be to saythat any actualthing or occurrenceyou careto select
for study is unique in the sensethat there is nothing else
exactly like it. According to many philosopherswho use the
argument,this fact raisesno insuperabledifficulty for scientific inquiry, since the sciencesare concernedwith abstractions-mere idealconstructions.But history is different in that
it seeksto describeand explain what actually happenedin all
its concretedetail. It thereforefollows a priori that sincelaws
govern classesor types of things, and historical events are
unique, it is not possiblefor the historian to explain his subject-matter by meansof coveringlaws.If he is to understandit
at all, it will have to be by somekind of specialinsight into
particular connexions.
In dealing with this argument, it is not necessaryto deny
that historicaleventsareunique inthe senseindicated.Hempel
himself,putting it anotherand perhapsmoreilluminating way,
admits that we can study various aspectsor characteribticsof
anything, and that there is no limit to the number of them we
can insist on taking into account.Becauseof this, a complete
description (theoretically speaking)is impossible, and, a
fortiori, "it is impossibleto explain an individual event in the
senseof accounting for all its characteristicsby means of
universalhypotheses. . .".' Hempel thus convertstheidealist
argument into a dilemma: either we cannot account for all
the characteristicsof a thing in explainingit, or we cannotexplain it at all becausewe insist on taking, or trying to take, all
of them into account. The covering law theorist naturally
prefers to acceptthe first horn.
Gardiner pushes the criticism of the idealist argument a
stage farther. He points out that although the number of
aspectsof a thing are in theory limitless, we do, in practice,
managewithout too much difficulty to classify events and
things as falling into types or kinds, in spite of the supposedly
I Op. cit., p.
46r.
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irreducible differencesbetweenthem. And the historian does
this aswell asthe scientistor plain man, ashis use of language
shows; for he usesgeneralterms like 'revolution' and 'conquest',which he couldnot do if hetook the absoluteuniqueness
view seriously."The Norman Conquest",Gardiner observes,
"was unique in the sensethat it occurredat a particular time
and place,but it wasnot unique in the sensethat eventslike it,
the invasionof one country by another,for instance,havenot
occurredon severaloccasionsthroughouthistory."t Calling it a
conquestat all registersour awarenessof this likeness.The
historian may say that he concentrateson his eventsin their
'unique individuality', but we must not conclude from this
that such uniqueness"excludesthe possibility of their being
generalizedabout in any \May".
This argument,which is a popular one amongcoveringlaw
theorists,2is sound as far as it goes. But it is important to
recognizethe limited degreeto which it supports the fullbloodedcounter-claim,and the extentto which it may lead to
misunderstandingsof the structure of typical explanationsin
history. For althoughthe classificationof a caseis a necessary
preliminary to bringing it under a generallaw, it is not itself
that 'bringing under law'. Showing that there is no metaphysicalbarrier to bringing historical events under laws is
not the 6ameas showingthat the lawsarein fact used,or that
they are in practice available,or that they must function
in the coveringlaw way. Gardiner's argumenthere is entirely
negative; it merely rebuts an ill-advised objection to his
thesis. It is possible,of course,that no covering law theorist
has thought that such an argumentfrom the use of universal
classificatoryterms in itself establishesthe coveringlaw claim,
but the impressiongiven is often to the contrary.In Gardiner's
discussionof the Norman Conquest,'for instance,it seems
to be suggestedthat the explicability of the Conquest is
dependent on there having been other "invasions of one
I Op. cit., p. 43.
2 Versions of it can be found in Hempel, op. cit., p.
46ri Mandelbaum,
'Causal Analysis in History', Journal of the Eistory of ldeas, l94a, pp. 3r-32i
M, Cohen, 'Causationand its Application to History', ibid., p. zr.
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country by another", and (should we conclude?)a covering
explanatorygeneralizationelicitedfrom the coursewhich they
all ran.
Furthermore, although covering law theorists are right to
insist that, even if an event is, strictly speaking,absolutely
unique, it cannotbe explainedasabsolutelyunique (wherethis
meansexplaining all of its indefinite number of features),to
regard this as disposingof the uniquenessclaim is to miss a
legitimate interpretation of it, and thereby to miss an important peculiarity of historicalinquiry. For (asGardiner himself
admits) we can interpret 'unique' in a relative rather than
absolutesense:the sensein which we ordinarily call persons
and things unique, meaningthat they are peculiar in certain
respects.Historical events and conditions are often unique
simply in the senseof being different from others with which
it would be natural to group them under a classificationtermand different in wayswhich interesthistorianswhen they come
to give their explanations.
Let me illustrate my point. The French Revolution is a
revolution; that is, it is sufficientlylike the Englishand Russian
Revolutionsto make it worth our while for somepurposesincluding those of a scienceof revolutions-to ignore the
differencesbetween them and concentrateupon the similarities by virtue of which we call them all revolutions.Nevertheless,we know very well that they differ in significantways,
and in callingthem all revolutionswe do not intend to preclude
this possibility. It is my contention that the historian, when
he setsout to explainthe FrenchRevolutionisj tstnot interested
in explaining it as a revolution-as an astronomermight be
interested in explaining a certain eclipse as an instance of
eclipses;he is almostinvariably concernedwith it as different
from other membersof its class. Indeed, he might even say
that his main concernwill be to explain the French Revolution's taking a courseunlike any other; that is to say, he will
explain it as unique in the sensedistinguishedabove.As long
as the historian sticks to the problem he has set himself, he
cannotappealto a coveringgeneralizationderivedfrom general
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knowledgeof revolutions.For the most sucha law could do is
explain the French Revolution qua ranolution,whereasthe
historian will almost certainly want to take its peculiarities
into accountas well.
Hempel emphasizesthe fact tlvt neithersciencenor history
can "grasp the unique individuality of its object", and he
reminds us that in both of thesefields investigatorsneverthelessclassifywhat they explain. But to leaveit at that fails to
bring out important differences in the way scientists and
historianscommonly use their classificationwords. For once
a scientistcansaythat what he is goingto explainis 'a so-andso', he is in a positionto bring ir under law-to explainit asan
instanceor a case.But when an historian calls his object of
study 'a so-and-so',whether his classificatoryterm is drawn
from a socialscienceor from ordinary language,his problem
situation is quite different. Indeed, it would only be a slight
exaggerationto say that the historian is neoer content to
explainwhat he studiesat the level of generalityindicatedby
his classificatoryword. A complex classificatoryterm like
'French Revolution' orly indicateswhat is to be explained
while its analysisby the historian proceeds.The linguistic
machineryby which he managesto maintain this janus-faced'
attitude toward his object of study is his use of the definite
'course
article.,Of
the scientistalso usesthe definite article.
But there is. no logical parallel between, for example, the
naturalist'sexpression'the whale', or the economist's'the
businesscycle', and the historian's 'the French Revolution'.
In economic science,when an explanationof the business
cycle is projected, it is assumedthat aspectsof the cycle
enteringinto the explanationwill be recurring onesonly. The
assumptionin the histo6icalcasewould be quite the contrary.
It is thus misleadingto say without qualification that the
historian'suse of classificatorywords supportsthe thesisthat
if historicaleventsare to be explicablethey must be recurring
phenomena.IFor although it is true that, since historical
I That history is concerned with recurring phenomena or routines has
also, of course, been denied on other grounds. E. H. Carr, in The Neu Socicty
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eventscan be classified,they are recurring phenomenain the
sensethat a number of them can be describedby meansof a
single classificatoryterm, to admit this is not to admit that
the explanationof any of them depenilsontheir being classified
at a level which representsthem as recurring phenomena
falling under somelaw. And, as I haveshown,this is just what
covering law theorists often either say or imply.
It is important to distinguish my argument here from
Gardiner's contentionthat historical terms, e.g. 'revolution',
becausethey are drawn from ordinary languagerather than
from the preciseterminology of a formal science,are likely to
be vague,and henceopento further analysis.For evenif such
a term were vagae. it would not be because
of this that an
historian would take accountof the peculiaritiesof anything
he classified under it-peculiarities which would find no
mention in the definition of the term. For in using any descriptive term, the historian would ordinarily considerhimself bound to take accountof featuresof an actual caseother
than those which warranted the classificatoryjudgement.
I should like to make it clear, too, that I am not, in this
connexion, claiming that the conpletcityof the historian's
subject-matterraisespractical difficulties for explanationon
the covering law model. Such complexity does, no doubt,
create a presumption that it will be difficult to recognize
recurrencesin history. But an object of study can be complex
without being unique-as is the case,for instance,in someof
the organic sciences.That the French Revolution is complex
does not prevent its being explainedas typical; it does not
prevent its being regardedas an 'instance'of a law of revolutions. What preventsthis is what Oakeshottcallsa Tresup4tosition of historical inquiry. As Oakeshottputs it, to treat the
French Revolution as an instanceof anything is to abandon
historical inquiry for scientific. '1Themoment historicalfacts
(London, r95 r), observes:"In history the presumption is not that the samething
will happen again but that the same thing will not happen again" (p. 6); but
his reason for saying this is that human beings, having both free will and eome
knowledge of what.happened before, deliberately avoid repeating the actions of
their predecessors.
4380.16
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are regarded as instances of general laws", he maintains, "history is dismissed."' Properly understood, this dictum appears
to me to be both true and important; for what it brings to our
attention is the charactnistic approach of historians to their
subject-matter.
6. The Role of Historical Jadgement
I have argr,redthat even though a particular explanation has
a covert universality about it, this universality is not such as
to warrant our accepting covering law theory as it is usually
presented. And I have tried to show the sense in which the
historian's explanation may be given of, and in terms of, events
and conditions which are unique.
But covering law theorists will probably feel that their main
contention has still not been given proper consideration. Our
examination of the covering law claim has, it is true, shown
that the historian can assert a particular explanation without
committing himself to a covering law of any methodological
interest; but what of the further question of how he can
defend what he thus asserts? The argument from meaning
may have failed to show that the historian's explanation
'requires' a covering empirical law in any sense with important practical consequences; but what of the argummt from
challenga which was mentioned and put aside at an earlier
stage of the discussion ? If the historian wished to convince
a sceptic that it was really becauseof what he mentions in his
explanation that the event under examination took place,
would he not have to produce evidence for believing that
wheneaer such conditions occur, events of this sort result ?
And if he could not, would he not have to admit that his
original explanation, if nof, 'pseudo', was at any rate dogmatic ?
In our discussion so far, the onus of .proof has been placed
upon the logician. But should we not have placed it the other
way around?
Like most covering law theorists, Gardiner maintains that a
particular explanatory statement must, or must ultimately, be
I Exyeitnce and lts Modes,p. r54.
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defendedby referring to "the generalizationwhich warrants
its utterance". Yet, as he goeson candidly to admit, an historian would seldom in practice set about defending his explanation in this way. Indeed, he seemsto me to gaugethe
historian's reactionto challengequite correctly when he says
that he would regard what he explainsas "the outcome of a
particular complex of factors". If it was the explanationof
Louis XIV's unpopularity in terms of his policiesthat was in
question, the historian would therefore defend his original
conclusionby filling in further details of the particular situation under review. Indeed, if pressed,he might bring in as
'supporting considerations'all those positive and negative
conditions which, in our discussionof the argument from
meaning,we imagined the logician adding to the historian's
explanationin order to 'complete' it. No doubt a point might
be reachedat which it was no longer worth making reference
to further featuresof the situation; and at that point the argument would rest. But at this, and every other, stage of his
defence,the historian's appeal would be, not to a covering
law, but to his opponent'sjudgementthat unpopularity would
result from such a set of conditions.As Trevelyan puts it, in
the courseof an explanatoryaccount of the yearspreceding
the English Civil War, the historian'sproblem is to "weigh the
prospectsof revolt".t
That judgement of particular cases,without knowledgeof
covering laws, actually takes place in history, perhaps few
exponentsof the model would want to deny. The doctrine of
implicit law is really an attempt to convincehistorians that
suchjudgement ought to be replaced,or be replaceableunder
fire, by deductionfrom empirically validated laws. What the
exponentof the model will be reluctant to allow is that any
defenceof the historian's explanation short of appeal to a
covering law could really certify it as fully warranted-as
rationally acceptable.Yet in view of the fact that when the
I The English Revolution, London, 1938, p.
9t, My italics. (It should be clear
that I do not employ the term ludgement'here
in the technical sense developed
by idealist logicians.)
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historian's explanation specifies events or states of affairs
which are unique it would be pointless to look for a covering
empirical generalization, the alternative would seem to be to
maintain that in such casesthe historian falls incorrigibly into
'pseudo' explanation. And this conclusion would be no more
welcome to those who wish to make history more 'scientific'.
Perhaps covering law theorists will insist that, once again,
the apparent difficulty arises out of a too crude interpretation
of the model's claims. For although it is natural to assume,
from a great deal of what covering law theorists say, that, if
an explanation is to stand scrutiny, a single law must be found
to cover it, it is sometimes said only that the explicandum must
be shown to be logically deducible from the explicans. And
it is conceivable that this condition could be satisfied by citing,
not one covering law, but a number of non-covering ones.
Indeed, covering law theorists have sometimes explicitly
stated their claims in terms of a plurality of laws. Thus
Hempel distinguishes genuine from pseudo explanation by its
"use of universal empirical hypotheses"; and Gardiner, at one
point, observes that "it is usually the case that not one, but
many, generalizations . . . must be used to guide the historian
in his quest".' Would the formulation of the model in terms of
such a plurality of laws undermine the argument which has so
far been developed against its simpler, more popular forms ?
If the more complicated version of the model is to convey
the full covering law thesis, the set of realistic but noncovering laws must, of course, perform the same logical
function as the unrealistic but covering one: they must make
inference from the conditions designated as complete explanation logically tight. There are two ways in which it
might be thought possfble to satisfy this condition. One of
them is suggested by the following analysis by Hempel of an
explanation of a familiar physical event:
Let the eventto be explainedconsistin the crackingof an automoof group (r) may state
bile radiatorduring a coldnight. The sentences
the following initial andboundaryconditions:The carwas left in the
r Op. cit., pp. g8-gs.
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street all night. Its radiator, which consistsof iron, was completely filled
with water, and the lid was screwed on tightly. The temperature during
the night dropped from 39o F. in the evening to z5o F. in the morning;
the air pressure was normal. The bursting pressure of the radiator
material is so and so much.-Group (z) would contain empirical laws
such as the following: Below 32" F,, under normal atmospheric pressure, water freezes.Below 39.2oF., the pressureof a massof water increaseswith decreasingtemperature, if the volume remains constant
or decreases;when the water freezes, the pressure again increases.
Finally, this group would have to include a quantitative law concerning
the change of pressure of water as a function of its temperature and
volume.
From statementsof these two kinds, the conclusion that the radiator
cracked during the night can be deduced by logical reasoning; an explanation of the considered event has been established.r

Such an explanation does not consist of subsumption of the
event under a 'law of cracking radiators'; it consists first of an
analysis of the gross event into a number of components, and
the deduction stepwise of the final result from statements of
initial conditions and a number of general laws. The historical
parallel in, say, the explanation of the French Revolution
would presumably involve, first, an analysis of the event into
components like the meeting of the States General, the swearing of the Tennis Court Oath, the trial of the king, &c., and
also, perhaps, 'components' which are not themselves events,
e.g. the nationalist fervour of the new republic, the cleavage
between middle class assemblymen and the Parisian proletariat-in short, whatever the historian feels obliged to mention in his description of what is to be explained. The second
step would be the accounting for each component in the
original covering law way. When the components were all lawcovered, then the Revolution would be rendered predictablenot as a whole, but piecemeal; and it would, at the sametime,
be fully explained.
That such a piecemeal approach is closer to the historian's
usual procedure than a holistic one is unquestionably true; and
the revised presentation of the covering law claim is therefore
an improvement. It cuts out the suggestion of having to hunt
I Op. cit., p.
46o,
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for parallels, at any rate at the gross level-the level indicated
by the historian's classificatory term 'revolution'. But recognizing the complexity-even the uniqueness-of the explained event in this way does not, in itself, render the claim
of the covering law theorist acceptable. For the problem
of uniqueness may recur for every attempt to subsume a component event (or aspect, or feature) of the gross event under
law. In connexion with the independent subsumption of each
of these there may develop a dialectic between logician and
historian of the kind which we have already examined. It is,
of course, always possible that someof the details analysed out
for explanation may be recognized as routines, and thus as
falling under a law. But it is surely unplausible to say that all
must be; and it is simply false to say that, in typical historical
cases,all in fact will be.
The uniqueness of the historian's explicans thus presents
more of a problem for the covering law theorist than the
uniqueness of his explicandum. For to a large extent, the
uniquenessof what is to be explained is a matter for decision;
it is traceable to the historian's interests, his 'approach' to his
subject matter, his 'presuppositions'. But the uniqueness of
what is offered as explanation is something which the historian
discovers-something which he generally cannot ignore.
Yet it' may be thought that even this does not present insuperable difficulties for the covering law claim in its more
complex version. For there is another way in which a plurality
of laws, rather than a single one, might be thought to perform
the covering function-a way suggestedby Gardiner's remark
that "historians offer several causesfor an event of any degree
of magnitude or complexity".' 1'1ttt remark follows a warning
that "it is rarely true thdt [the historian] reached his conclusion by presupposing one simple law.'. ."; and the suggestion
would appear to be that in explaining an event like the French
Revolution, or a state of affairs like the unpopularity of Louis
XIV, a general law will be 'appealed to' in the citing of each
of a number of explanatory conditions (Gardiner calls ther,n
I Op. cit,, p.
98.
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'causes') as a condition. The contention presumably is that
the only reason there could be for saying that something r
a condition is knowledge of a law linking events of that type
with events like the one to be explained, although ex hypothesi
what is explained cannot be deduced from any single condition
and law. The covering law claim would now be, however, that
a satisfactory explanation would have to specify conditions
and laws such that from the conjunction of statements listing
both conditions and laws the occurrence of what is explained
could be deduced.
What does such an account leave out ? The missing element
is surely a 'law' or 'rule' which would inform the historian
when such a group of 'predisposing' conditions becomes
sufficient. Laws which allow him to regard each of a number
of conditions as 'favouring' the occurrence of what is to be
explained cannot simply be assumed to constitute a covering
conjunction allowing the explicandum to be deduced from
the explicans. No doubt they may, in some cases, allow the
conclusion that the revolution or unpopularity could reasonably have been predicted. But such a conclusion would be
reached by an exercise of the historian's judgement in the
particular case,of the kind we have already considered. Collating a number of conditions, including supporting laws, is
not applying a further cooering law, perhaps in a vague way.
It is doing something quite different and much more difficult.'
It is worth emphasizing, in this connexion, that the distinction between concluding that something was certain to happen,
and concluding that it was only probable does not coincide
with the distinction between dzducing in accordance with a
covering law (or laws) and j"dgi"S in the light of supporting
laws. The historian might judge, for instance, that the English
Civil War was inevitable in the light of the particular conditions and general considerations mentioned in explaining
it-although
no covering law or covering conjunction of
r This would appear to be the kind of problem Mandelbaum has in mind
when he contrasts subsumption under law with 'a full causal explanation'.
His point is misunderstood and attacked by Gardiner (op. cit. p. 84) and Hempel
(op. cit,, p. 46r, n, r).
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laws could be appealedto. On the other hand, he might
deduce, from a covering 'probability hypothesis', that a
civil war was only probable in 164r. If this distinction is
recognized,logiciansmay be less likely to insist, in support
of the doctrine of implicit law, that although plausible
uriaetsal laws cannot be extracted out of typical explanatory statementsin history, the latter may neverthelessbe
thought of as applyingnon-triversal laws.For in caseswhere
the historianconcludesthat what happenedwasonly probable,
if he used lawsat all, his.argumentwould be of the form: 'In
the light of Cr. . . Cn,and if C, then E, (&c.), probablyE.' It
is an evasionof the historian'susual problem to schematizeit
as: 'In the light of C, and if C then probably E, probablyE.'
The only explanation I can offer of covering law theorists'
failure to take seriously the peculiarities of the historian's
typical problem-the weighing of a set of miscellaneous
'factors', which cannot be reducedto deductionfrom general
laws-is a certain guiding prejudice: a desire to represent
reasoningof all kinds in simple, formal terms. This prejudice
displays itself in an interesting way in Gardiner's discussion
of the way a practical man, a general, decideswhat line of
action to adopt-a discussionwhich may appear to accord
with the argument of the present chapter, but from which
coveridglaw conclusionsare neverthelessdrawn.r
"Generals", Gardiner observes, "appreciate a situation
before initiating a policy"; a particular decisionis said to be
justified if reasonscan be produced which "considered together a;nd ceteris paibus strongly suggestor support the
conclusionthat the courseof action . . . will be successful.. .".
We should not expect that such reasorn will exhibit "the
elements of the situatbn as values of preciselv formulated
invariant lsws"-fss this would be.a "inisunderstandingof
the logic of practical choice". And "the historian, like the
generalor statesman,tends to assess
rather than to conclude".
"A postulatedhistoricalexplanationis not, as a rule, justified
(or challenged)by demonstrating that a given law implied by
I Op. cit., pp.
94-95.
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it does(or doesnot) hold; far lessby showing such a law to
follow (or not to follow) from an acceptedtheory or hypothesis,or to be confirmed(or falsified)by experiment; nor again
by pointing out that the caseunder considerationdoes (or
doesnot) satisfyin the requiredrespectsthe conditionsexactly
specifiedin the formulation of the law."
How then esit justified ? This question,in spite of what has
been said about the parallel from military decision, drives
Gardiner to the conciusionthat the factors included in the
historian'sexplanationmust "be seento satisfythe antecedent
of a generalhypothetical"l for unlessthey do so, "how then
is the force of the 'because'to be accountedfor . . . ?"' The
Humean assumptionthat nothing but 'regularity' can justify
a 'because'is thus made from the beginning, and it is too
strong to be shakenby information about the way historical
argumentsactually go. Gardiner does introduce the notion
of 'judgement'; but he cannot bring himself entirely to
abandonthe view that judgementof a particular caseis disreputable without the logical supportof covering empirical laws
-laws which 'warrant' the explanation. If the historian does
not use a precise'rule', then a vague one m:ustbe found; if
no universal law is available,then a qualified one must have
been assumed.The alternativewhich is too much to accept
is that, in any ordinary sense,of the word, the historian may
usezo law at'all.
t Op. cit., pp.
C7-S8.

